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See 
you 

in 
the

cloud!

The communautic© e-collaboration concept transforms 
virtual space into a real meeting place.

Christian MajerChristian Majer, management trainer & author, Austria

C Y B E R F O R C E

he virtual workspace is evolving. It is already much more than a 
place to check email. There are complex desktop solutions in 
cyberspace. Managing a company in virtual space means 
facilitating the secure exchange of information, enabling 

real-time communication, applying intelligent filters to the flow of data and 
above all customizing the workplace. So it works for you.

Company Observer© streamlines the requirements of the modern office. 
It’s primary objective is not to achieve more than others, but to achieve 
what is necessary. With state-of-the-art web mobility, this concept gives 
“work community” a radical new meaning.
Our motto: “See you in the cloud!”
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-59%
long-term savings potential

(initial purchase, update costs,

modelled on licences for

10 workstations)

97%
customer satisfaction feedback customer satisfaction feedback 
(from buyers & users)

Reduced system training requirementsReduced system training requirements
average software learning & initial training

Less installation effortLess installation effort
internal implementation measures

Reduced costs for updatesReduced costs for updates
compared with other commercially available update intervals

User acceptanceUser acceptance
from 0% (dissatisfied) to 100% (absolutely satisfied)

System qualitySystem quality
System stability and software clarity

Buyer satisfactionBuyer satisfaction
from 0% (dissatisfied) to 100% (absolutely satisfied) 100%

99%

94%

-100%

-98%

-86%

long-term 
(initial purch

model

Because
enough
is
often
too
little.
We are in the business communications cockpit of the 
future and ready to fly – so what are we waiting for?
Otto Walter EbenbichlerOtto Walter Ebenbichler, CEO communautic©

E F F I C I E N C Y

oftware tailored for the individual user, no installation glitches, 
free updates, unlimited workplace options and compatibility with 
all operating systems (PC, Mac, tablets and Smartphones). You 
would find this in Wikipedia under the keywords “Every 

entrepreneur’s dream!” Add in cloud-based computing with minimal costs 
and you will likely find it under “Software programmer’s euphoria”. But for 
our team, these features are just the basics.

Our mission is to be uncompromising about maximizing customer options 
for both technology and performance.

S

Starting pointStarting point - Project management for a major food 
producer collapsed. Too many different software packages 
left no standardized solution for project coordination, plus an 
abundance of part-time project managers who were poorly 
integrated into the information flow. Email traffic escalated.

Measures & outcomeMeasures & outcome - A company-oriented web platform 
was set up within two hours. This offered work models 
(focus: project and process management) to replace three 
“out-of-date software products”. Online access facilitated 
100% integration of all project managers (in-house and 
home office). Project-related email traffic was reduced by 
over 60%.

Feedback shows up to 50% cost reduction*
*average for initial purchase, 10 workstation licences, 3 years in use



Staff data documentation incl. 
systematized performance 

management

Virtual discussion forum

Knowledge library and templates archive

Process management
certified by
TÜV Austria

Company academy incl. 
e-training option

P E R F O R M A N C E  S P E C T R U M

Customizable settings, simple and mobile -
when work-related communication is fun and productive,
running a company becomes light-hearted.
Gernot AgerGernot Ager, CEO Ager & Partner WT-KG tax consultancy, Austria

The
whole
company
in
my
pocket.

obile access wherever and whenever I want, information 
tailored to my needs and integrated with how we work - 
that’s what I call high-calibre corporate communication. 
Managers and staff give this a top 10 fun rating for usability. 

Ending the torrent of email makes way for creative thinking. Optimized for 
mobile devices and compatible with all media types, it’s like carrying the 
entire company in my pocket!
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Individual &
multi project management
ICB 3.0 certified



Analysis

Creation

Update

Our software solution undergoes 
ongoing efficiency and functional 
analysis - we practice update 
collaboration, so we actively involve 
our clients. Our users influence how 
we optimize the value of our web 
platform. This allows us to incorporate 
our clients’ specific needs and have a 
real say in improving usability.

General performance improvements, 
continual browser adjustments or 
specific client requests - our list of 
jobs is constantly changing. Our 
clients’ specific requests always have 
top priority. We pinpoint our client’s 
objectives, suggest a tailored solution 
and integrate the outcome into the 
next scheduled update package.

We install our updates at 
user-defined intervals. 
Before every installation, 
we send our clients 

detailed information about imminent 
software updates. Installation does not 
affect workflow. No demands are 
placed on the client’s resources. 
Depending on the size of the update 
package, we offer free training 
sessions (either personally on site or 
in the virtual workplace).

For any kind of complex virtual solution,
I only ever ask communautic -
they always make our ideas work!
June McEnroeJune McEnroe, CEO tendis, London / UK

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

depends

in progress

Planning
for all
requirements.



Do you aspire to intelligent - management and effective 
communication seamlessly integrated into projects?
This is your chance! 
communautic© Management Team

We
specialize
in ensuring
your success.

E - C O L L A B O R AT I O N

ell me something I don’t know – and don’t say you can 
offer me a project management software."

Most presentations and dialogues about Company 
Observer© begin along these lines. No organization needs 

yet another tool for project management. What companies need are 
collaborative, professional solutions for communication that side-step 
irrelevant content, so that real and effective management can begin. This 
paves the way for success – and we specialize in ensuring your success!
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Mag. Otto Walter EBENBICHLERMag. Otto Walter EBENBICHLER
Training performance, CEO

Specialist services:

training & consulting

DI Michael EBENBICHLERDI Michael EBENBICHLER
Artwork, Creative Director

Specialist services:

art design & film visuals 

Gunharth RANDOLFGunharth RANDOLF
Internet performance, techn. Director

Specialist services:

software development


